
                                              African Teaching Africans Expands Again  

God continues to use our feeble efforts here in Uganda to reach out to the world. Recently ATA 

expanded to the country of Nigeria.  My prayer to reach the Atlantic Ocean has now been 

accomplished. I have much respect for the Nigerian church because Nigeria is one of those 

countries where Christians often suffer. On many Sundays, Christians are attacked at worship 

and often some die. So it is with great joy that we welcome our Nigerian brothers and sisters to 

ATA. We hope Africans Teaching Africans will be a blessing to the church in Nigeria.   

ATA is simply an idea from God. He has directed us to utilize the resources He has planted in 

different countries to teach the Bible to people.  ATA seeks to recruit and equip local Bible 

trained Christians to teach others how to use the Bible in their ministries. The main goal is to 

help preachers to preach from the Bible, and reports from different locations prove this is 

working. Many preachers report that because of ATA teaching they now use the Bible in their 

preaching and teaching. The teaching has been expanded past church leaders to include all 

Christians; this includes secondary students, prisoners, and Sunday School classes.  

Africans Teaching Africans is not a suitable name for our latest expansion. Two pastors in India 

asked for our materials, and are preparing to start classes. The lack of trained pastors is a 

worldwide problem, and the ATA model can be used wherever the church lacks trained church 

leaders. After all, the idea for ATA comes from the Bible.  

2Timothy 2:2 And what you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses, commit to faithful 
men who will be able to teach others also.  

 

Last week one of our graduates from a class I taught for over 1 ½ years visited me. He has been 

a pastor for a long time, and he argued with me many times about accepting what the Bible 

said about certain things. Now he said that the teaching has changed him. He reported that he 

has learned not to read just one sentence, but to read the surrounding verses before he makes 

a decision about what the Bible is saying. He also said he now prepares a sermon ahead of time 

instead of just coming to church and preaching whatever is in his head. We have other 

testimonies confirming that this training is causing church leaders to use the Bible for their 

teaching. 

The irony is that while the ATA model is being eagerly accepted in many regions, we are not 

able to build needed support in the western church to help spread this simple idea.  There is a 

great hunger around the world for sound Bible teaching, and most local church leaders want to 

be involved as soon as they learn about ATA.  

The expansion into Nigeria and India has come about through ATA having a Facebook account. 
We have struggled, without success, for over three years to develop a website which we believe 



will help the teaching of 
church leaders spread to 
many other countries. 
Several people have 
offered to help us but we 
still do not have a website. 
I have tried to develop a 
website by my own efforts 
and I have failed. We need 
help to develop a website. 
 
That’s Bob during chapel at 

African Renewal University, 

talking to the students 

about the necessity of 

them sharing the Bible 

knowledge they are learning with those who can’t go to Bible College.  African Renewal 

University is a fine, rapidly growing Bible school, and if you want to help a Bible school, I 

recommend their scholarship program.  Just let me know. 

We are struggling to keep up with our ministries. Life, in Uganda, is getting more challenging as 

corruption and crime keep increasing. The police in this country are here to hurt you; not help 

you. An example is that there are thousands of white uniformed traffic officers. They stand at 

the side of the road and stop vehicles all day long to check for vehicle and traffic violations 

which they always seem to find. Then they demand bribes or they give you a costly ticket. 

Last week they stopped our driver, who was driving MaryLee, for not stopping for an orange 

light.  This was not true, but there is no presumption of innocence here; you are guilty. If you 

don’t pay the bribe, a world of hurt comes to you. They can tow your vehicle to the police 

station where it will be vandalized, take your license and you still have to pay a big fine.  

I have much computer work to do today, but we again have no electricity and my battery is 

almost out of power. The electric company says they are doing maintenance so we can expect 

no power from 8 AM till 6 PM most days for the foreseeable future.   

Bob and MaryLee      

If you would like to donate to our ministry, send your tax deductible donation to IGO (International 

Gospel Outreach) PO Box 161295 Boiling Springs, SC 29316   Designate for Bolitho. 

 


